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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Alumni Recruiters Help Attract  
Largest Cohort Ever
Happy New Year! I am pleased to report that 2016 was an excellent year for the IRT. 

We enjoyed our best ever recruitment and admissions year, marked by a 41 percent 
increase in applications, which yielded our largest cohort to date—106 fellows. 

Our well-attended Summer Workshop Intern Program was another success. Its exceptional faculty comprised 
Dr. Reginald Wilburn, IRT ’98; Dr. Heather Moore, IRT ’07; Dr. Clement White; Elizabeth Gil, IRT ’11; Renee 
Wilmot, IRT ’12; and Amy Lin, IRT ’14. Highlights of the annual IRT Graduate School Fair, attended by more 
than 60 consortium university deans and liaisons, were workshops organized by Dean Paula Groves Price,  
IRT ’95, of Washington State University and Dean Isabel Geathers, IRT ’05, of Columbia University. 

We are already busy recruiting the next cadre of IRT fellows. Since launching the IRT Alumni Recruitment 
partnership program in 2015, we have doubled the number of alumni recruiters from 32 to 68 volunteers— 
a tremendous increase in our recruitment staffing capacity. These gifts of “time and talent” have allowed us 
to expand our recruitment efforts to more than 38 new colleges and universities. 

As always, we are gratified to hear about the many successes of IRT alumni in their graduate careers and 
beyond, and to share this news in the Accolades & Milestones section of this newsletter. From graduate 
students to award-winning teachers to recently tenured professors, we continue to be inspired by these 
transformational educators committed to advancing the mission and values of the IRT.  

We hope you enjoy our latest newsletter and wish you all the best in 2017.

Sincerely,

Asabe W. Poloma

A Phillips Academy Outreach Program

JANUARY 2017

Phillips Academy’s Institute for 

Recruitment of Teachers (IRT) 

empowers talented underserved and 

underrepresented future educators 

to teach and serve as leaders 

in American education because 

diversity is essential to excellence.
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From left, summer workshop interns 
Sadiki Lewis, Ivana Castillo, Cynthia 
Marrero-Ramos, and Catherine Sulpizio 
get ready to meet with academic deans 
and graduate admission representatives 
from IRT consortium institutions during 
the annual Recruiters’ Weekend held on 
the Phillips Academy campus.
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A Love Letter to the IRT

Dear IRT, 

I don’t know if you have done the math, but I have. 

This June marks our 13th anniversary. We never married, and we’ve never been much for ceremony for 
the sake of tradition. Yet I was curious about what the traditional gifts might be. I was really hoping 
for paper. I still have my summer intern packets. They’re well worn now. The highlighter and pencil 
marks have faded a bit, but I fell in love with you over those bound pages, so paper would have been 
appropriate. Alas, the interweb reports that it’s lace for the 13th go around the sun. So instead, I’ve 
decided to write you a love letter. 

When we met, you were the more experienced, the wiser half of our relationship. You knew more about 
the world. You knew yourself and were set in your mission. Quite simply: you wanted to change the 
world, making it a better, more equitable place for all students. You were passionate about changing 
the systems and structures that made it difficult for folks of color to enter the pipeline to the academy. 
And it was that mission, and your commitment to it, that caught my attention. 

I, on the other hand, was still finding myself. I was young and naive: Neo before the red pill. Still, you 
saw something in me. You introduced me to your inner circle. Some of the folks had big names, like 
Morrison and Dewey. Some were names that I grew to love, like Freire and Anzaldúa. Then there were the 
fellow students who had fallen in love with you in earlier years, just as I had. Their work, in sum total, 
turned on switches and lights and bells inside of me that I hadn’t realized I possessed. In those sticky 
weeks of June and July, I realized just how much I shared many of your same missions and passions. 

Since then, I’ve become a kindergarten teacher, in part because I believe that the seeds of the 
conversations that we had in Andover have their antecedents in the circle-time discussions of the 
5-year-old classroom. In working with young children, I get to turn on the switches, lights, and bells 
of equity and justice early. Knowing that there are many ways to walk through the world is a universal 
truth that everyone should learn early. The tools of combating injustice are forged while we are still 
young and primed to speak unfiltered about unfairness. 

Somewhere along the way, I realized that I had more to offer than just my skills in the classroom. 
Maybe it was all those times back when you pushed me to accept my place as a critical thinker and as 

“It is so nice to read about all 
the IRT’s achievements and 
the accomplishments of its 
amazing alumni. Reading the 
newsletter makes me feel  
a great sense of gratification.  
I am truly thankful for my 
time with the IRT. The 
experiences and knowledge 
I gained prepared me for 
graduate school and beyond.”

Alice Neira, IRT ’14  
Currently attending the University of  
Central Florida; pursuing a master’s  

degree in public administration 

REFLECTIONS FROM AN IRT ALUMNUS

Kirkland La Rue, IRT ’04
MAT degree in Child Development,  

Tufts University;
Senior Kindergarten Gradehead,  

Francis W. Parker School, Chicago
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“It was valuable to have the 
consistent support and ‘you  
can do this’ pep talks. While  
I am only one of three students 
of color in my program, I am 
confident I can find and create 
space for myself in an authentic 
way. I am very appreciative 
of the programs and people 
who have supported me and 
continue to do so. ”

Camille Sheffield, IRT ’15 
Currently attending Stanford University;  

pursuing a master’s degree in policy,  
organization, and leadership studies

Contact Kirkland La Rue at kclarue@gmail.com

Collaboration Aims to Increase 
Minority Teachers in STEM 
The IRT’s partnership with Phillips Academy 
outreach program Mathematics and Science for 
Minority Students—better known as (MS)2—
explores expanding the enrollment of minority STEM 
students in teacher education programs. (MS)2 is 
a three-summer program that serves talented but 
economically disadvantaged African American, 
Hispanic/Latino, and Native American high school 
students from across the United States. 

A highlight of summer 2016 was an IRT-led 
webinar presentation for (MS)2 alumni and 
students about teacher education, attaining PhD 
degrees in STEM programs, the graduate school 
application process, and scholarship opportunities. 
The entire Summer Workshop Intern Program cohort 
also took part in a joint seminar with second-
year (MS)2 students, and several IRT interns 
participated in an (MS)2 college counseling panel 
for third-year students.

a facilitator, I don’t know. But I began to seek out opportunities that allowed me to broaden my 
equity work. I coordinated professional development workshops for teachers to talk about their 
own racialized experiences and how those experiences influence their teaching. I participated in a 
schoolwide study that examined the experience of black male students. I led a committee tasked 
with pushing overarching, schoolwide diversity, equity, and inclusion efforts. 

Today, in addition to my responsibilities in the classroom, I wear a number of different hats. I am a 
lower school diversity coordinator at my current school home. I lead a monthly seminar for parents 
whose drive is to create positive school change through conversations about equity and diversity. 
I also have the privilege of sitting on the faculty of a leadership conference that brings together 
nearly 2,000 high school students from across the nation each winter. 

Writer Alice Walker once spoke about the empowering act of decolonizing one’s spirit, the process 
by which we unpack and ultimately reject dominant narratives, rediscovering and reclaiming those 
parts of ourselves once written off as “unnatural.” You, IRT, are in the habit of holding up the 
mirror for students, bringing into focus all the beauty that has been drawn out of focus, telling  
us that we belong.

You gave me a gift of paper that summer 13 years ago, IRT. I’ve been writing my own story on it 
ever since. In return, I hope you accept this gift of lace in the form of a love letter.

—Kirkland La Rue

NEW PARTNERSHIP WITH (MS)2

mailto:kclarue%40gmail.com?subject=


IRT Executive Director Asabe Poloma and IRT 
alumni presented at the 41st annual Association 
for the Study of Higher Education (ASHE) 
conference in Columbus, Ohio, this past November. 
The theme was Higher Education and the Public 
Good. During one of the sessions, IRT alumnae 
led a panel discussion on the role of community 
colleges in higher education. Panelists included 
Poloma; Eiko Tsukamoto, IRT ’10; Veronica 
Garcia, IRT ’02; and Elizabeth Flores, IRT ’11.

An informal IRT meet up during the ASHE conference 
included, from left, Marie Angeles, IRT ’14;  
IRT Executive Director Asabe Poloma; Elizabeth 
Flores, IRT ’11; and Joshua Abreu, IRT ’14.

From left, Tammy Vargas Warner, University of Rhode 
Island; Elizabeth Flores, IRT ’11; Dr. Gloria 
Crisp, Oregon State University; and Asabe Poloma 
pause for a photo. 

ACCOLADES & MILESTONES
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ÍAndrea Adomako, IRT ’14, and Aria 
Halliday, IRT ’11, were part of a panel discussion 
held during the National Women’s Studies Association 
Conference in Montreal this past fall.  

Noel Anderson, IRT ’92, was appointed director of 
educational leadership programs and clinical professor 
of educational leadership at the Steinhardt School of 
Culture, Education, and Human Development at New 
York University. 

Andrea Bolivar, IRT ’10, was awarded the 2016 
Graduate Student Paper Prize from the Association 
of Latino/Latina Anthropologists (ALLA). Bolivar is 
pursuing a PhD degree in sociocultural anthropology  
at Washington University in St. Louis.

Emilie Boone, IRT ’05, defended her dissertation 
at Northwestern University and earned a PhD degree in 
art history last summer. Boone is a Mellon Curatorial 
Fellow at the Williams College Museum of Art, where 
she teaches classes while planning exhibitions in the 
museum and shaping museum programming with 
faculty and staff.  

Tonya Braddox, IRT ’06, earned a PhD degree in 
African American literature and culture from Michigan 
State University.  

Genesis Bui, IRT ’14, was chosen to receive the 
Excellence in Teaching award by the Department  
of Spanish and Portuguese at the University of 
California Davis.

 
Carmen Davis, IRT ’06, was 
recently named principal of 
Irving Middle School in 
Roslindale, MA. She holds a 
master’s degree in secondary 
education with a focus on 
urban education from Boston 
College. She also was named a 

Boston Public Schools Educator of the Year in 2013. 

Brighid Dwyer, IRT ’01, received the 2016 Pohlhaus-
Stracciolini Award for Teaching Excellence from 
Villanova University, where she is currently director of 
the program on intergroup relations in the university’s 
Office of Diversity and Inclusion.

Beau Gaitors, IRT ’07, a PhD candidate at Tulane 
University, successfully defended his dissertation this 
past fall. 

Ángel Gallardo, IRT ’09, was awarded a fellowship 
from the Forum for Theological Exploration (FTE). FTE 
offers fellowships to sustain current PhD and ThD 
students of color through graduate school and into a 
vocation of teaching and scholarship. Ángel is currently 
a PhD degree candidate in religion and culture at 
Southern Methodist University.  

Renee Garcia-Tolson, IRT ’09, is currently an 
academic support specialist in English/ESL at  
Hartnell College.  

Hanna Garth, IRT ’06, is a tenure-track assistant 
professor of Anthropology at the University of California 
San Diego.  

Cassy Griff, IRT ’10, is an academic advisor at 
Trinity Washington University in D.C.

Marc Johnson, IRT ’97, is currently an associate 
dean of master’s studies at Harvard Graduate School  
of Education.  

Elizabeth Hoover, IRT ’00, is an assistant professor 
of American Studies at Brown University. She holds a 
master’s degree in anthropology/museum studies and a 
PhD in anthropology from Brown University. 

ÍMichelle Lee, Andrea Adomako, and 
Jonathan Cortez—all IRT ’14—are seen here at the 
2016 American Studies Association in Denver, CO.

ÍJeffrey Franke (pictured far right), interim dean 
and chief of staff at The Graduate School, University  
of Maryland, welcomes 2016 IRT scholars during 
new student orientation. From left are Hazim 
Abdullah Smith, Juliana Wong, Dominique 
Young, Viviana Cordero, Ivan Lamas Sanchez, 
and Melissa Rivas.



Cecilia Márquez, IRT ’10, successfully defended her 
dissertation and earned a PhD degree in history from 
the University of Virginia. She is currently an assistant 
professor in Latino/a studies at New York University.  

Uri McMillan, IRT ’02, was awarded the American 
Society for Theater Research’s Errol Hill Award and 
the MLA William Sanders Scarborough Prize this year 
for his book, Embodied Avatars: Genealogies of Black 
Feminist Art and Performance, published by NYU Press. 
The Errol Hill Award is in recognition for outstanding 
scholarship in African American theater, drama, and 
performance studies. The MLA award is given annually 
for outstanding scholarly study of black American 
literature or culture published. McMillan is currently 
an assistant professor of English, African American 
studies, and gender studies at the University of 
California, Los Angeles.  

Diego Millan, IRT ’08, successfully defended his 
dissertation in English literature at Tufts University 
and began a two-year postdoctoral fellowship at Brown 
University this past fall. He is a research associate in 
gender studies at the Pembroke Center for Teaching 
and Research on Women. 

Brandy Monk-Payton, IRT ’09, is a 2016–2017 
Andrew W. Mellon postdoctoral fellow at Dartmouth 
College in the Department of Film and Media Studies. 
She will begin a tenure-track position as assistant 
professor of communication and media studies at 
Fordham University in fall 2017.  

Andrew Nalani, IRT ’15, received the Leadership in 
Education Award & Intellectual Contribution/Tribute 
Award from the Harvard Graduate School of Education.  

Alice Neira, IRT ’14, finished her first year in 
graduate school at the University of Central Florida, 
where she is pursuing a master’s degree in public 
administration. She was selected as a Florida 
Gubernatorial Fellow and will be working with the 
Executive Office of the Governor and the Florida 
Department of Education.  

Jacqueline Neri, IRT ’13, is currently an assistant 
director for diversity, equity, and inclusion at Kenyon 
College.  

Daniel Peña, IRT ’01, earned the prestigious 
Pushcart Prize in fiction for his short story “Safe Home.” 
The Pushcart Prize is a national literary award given to 
works published by small presses. Peña’s work will be 
published in the 2017 Pushcart Prize Anthology. He is 
an assistant professor of English at the University of 
Houston–Downtown.  

Bang Pham, IRT ’13, received a master’s degree in 
special education from Boston College and is currently 
teaching at a Boston charter school.  

Chera Reid, IRT ’00, and Jessica Xiomara 
García, IRT ’03, reconnected at the American 
Evaluation Association Conference held in Atlanta  
in October.  

J.T. Roane, IRT ’08, is a postdoctoral fellow in 
African studies at Smith College. He received a PhD 
degree in history from Columbia University.

Josué Rojas, IRT ’12, is an artist living and working 
in San Francisco. He is a lecturer at the College of 
Ethnic Studies at San Francisco State University. Rojas 
revealed his “HI *FI” art exhibition of recent works this 
past spring at San Francisco City Hall. He holds an MFA 
degree in painting from Boston University. 

Dominick Rolle, IRT ’09, earned a PhD degree  
from Emory in English and African diasporic literature. 
He is a visiting assistant professor at the University  
of Hartford.  

Taiyo Scanlon-Kimura, IRT ’15, is working on 
student engagement in Oberlin College’s career center. 
Working with historically underrepresented groups 
through Oberlin’s Multicultural Resource Center and 
student organizations is a core component of his job. 

ÍBreaking bread in Ann Arbor, MI, are (from left)
Diana Martha Louis, IRT ’07; Denise Galarza 
Sepúlveda, IRT ’92; Brighid Dwyer, IRT ’01; and 
Chera Reid, IRT ’00. 

Christine Marie Slaughter, IRT ’14, was 
recognized as an American Society for Public 
Administration (ASPA) 2016–2017 fellow. She is 
currently pursuing master’s and PhD degrees in race, 
ethnicity and politics at the University of California 
Los Angeles.

Karin (Graber) Striker, IRT ’08, successfully 
defended her dissertation in November and will  
receive a PhD degree in clinical psychology from  
UMass Amherst.  

Cote Theriault, IRT ’12, holds a master’s degree 
in applied developmental and educational psychology 
and is currently an academic coach with TRIO Student 
Support Services at Thomas College.

Jamie Thomas, IRT ’06, accepted a tenure-track 
position with the Department of Linguistics at 
Swarthmore College. Thomas completed a PhD degree in 
second language studies at Michigan State University in 
2013 and taught at Middlebury College for two years prior 
to joining the faculty of Swarthmore College. 

Délice Williams, IRT ’96, is currently the associate 
director of composition at the University of Delaware.  

Lisa Woolfork, IRT ’91, is an associate professor at 
the University of Virginia. She wrote an op-ed piece on 
whiteness and the recent movie The Free State of Jones. 
Her commentary has appeared on CNN. 

ÍRenee Wilmot, IRT ’12, a summer workshop 
faculty member, received the National Council of 
Teachers of English 2016 Early Career Educator of Color 
Leadership Award. 

Please send news items to jbonasera@andover.edu.

IRT Alumni Publications  

 
André Carrington, IRT ’02, 
had his first book, Speculative 
Blackness: The Future of Race in 
Science Fiction, published by the 
University of Minnesota Press.  
He is currently an assistant 
professor of English at Drexel 
University. 

LaKisha Simmons, IRT ’02, 
had her first book, Crescent 
City Girls: The Lives of Young 
Black Women in Segregated 
New Orleans, published by UNC 
Press. Her book received the 2016 
Honorable Mention Letitia Woods 
Brown Prize. Simmons is currently 
assistant professor of global 
gender studies at the University at Buffalo, SUNY. 

 
Shively T.J. Smith, IRT ’02, 
published her book Strangers to 
Family: Diaspora and 1 Peter’s 
Invention of God’s Household 
this past fall. She is an 
assistant professor of New 
Testament at Wesley Theological 
Seminary in Washington, D.C.
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2016 SUMMER WORKSHOP 

AN IRT-INSPIRED SPOKEN WORD POEM

The Revolution

This coup is no joke
the takeover of American education will be  

1 part heart, 1 part PhD
We are revolutionary
Our front lines are in the fronts of classrooms
our cannons are made up of books
we wear struggle like a uniform we can never take off
but we wear it with pride
we remember the people that fought
and the people that died 
so that we could wage war in libraries

Living in the Dream of 
IRT
We are their perfect picture of their vision
And thus we must make it our mission to carry on 

their legacy
We must have purpose
To dig beneath the Surface 
And eradicate the structural oppression in our society
Break down the social hierarchies that persist
We shall resist

We’re supposedly living in a post-racial society where 
our race, our background, our presence don’t exist

Buried in the lies
Clear as the summer skies, If you read between the 

lines
My identity is despise
They are Colorblind
But you will see the color of my skin
You will learn my ideas from within

So you can gain knowledge, challenge and think 
differently about our home

The World
We shall not be Discouraged

picking bullet casings out of our books 
won’t deter us from revolution
so that people like us can cease to be a minority 
in an institution other than prison
We’re resilient
And did I mention 
we’re brilliant
and dangerous
and armed to the tens with scholarship
Rebelling against the hegemony of homogeneity 
Is second nature to US

Our Fellows will think above institutional oppression 
That has taught us many lessons 
That we shall not succumb to ignorance
But we shall listen to our hearts
Our unpolluted minds that show us signs
That there are many obstacles to overcome
Many battles to be won
But us in IRT, no us IRT Scholars do not Run
We will fight 

We will corrupt the destructive institutions 
We will be a nuisance to suppression 
That tries to fill us with apprehension to lose our 

vision
Of making evil something good

We will be understood 
We will march forward
Our war cries will be heard
We shall make a difference

You can quote me
this revolution might not be televised
but it will be 
analyzed in datasets 
memorized in equations
revised in thoughtful essays
We are demolishing destructive stereotypes
and constructing sanctuaries
Though our cohorts are not militant
we can slay with our vocabulary
We are the scholar revolutionaries
transforming the academy

The IRT Cohort of 2016 is Remarkable
Their Drive Will be Fundamentally Unstoppable
Turning Fantasies to Reality 
Accomplishing their Dreams to Uplift Humanity
They will inspire Epiphanies
For future generations and the generation after that 

generation to come
Their Success has no Limits
We will be Triumphant
The baby in the womb will be Triumphant 
We are the revolution 

Each July, the IRT welcomes 30 students to 
the Andover campus for its intensive Summer 
Workshop Intern Program. Led by IRT summer 
faculty, this four-week residential program 
engages students in graduate-level curriculum 
of critical, cultural, and educational theory. 
This past summer, two students, Akilah 
Favors and Endia Hayes (pictured left)—both 
planning to pursue PhD degrees in sociology—
cofacilitated the workshop’s final seminar. 
As part of their lesson planning about their 
experience and the 2016 cohort’s collective 
commitment to the transformation of American 
education, they wrote and performed this poem. 



IRT RECRUITERS ON CAMPUS & ONLINE

CAMPUS VISITS 
In 2017, IRT staff will be traveling to more than 
30 schools across the country to host information 
sessions and interview prospective applicants.  

February 1: Bryn Mawr College

February 2: Haverford College

February 7: University of Massachusetts, Boston

February 7–8: Dartmouth College

February 8–9: Bowdoin College

February 13–14: Oberlin College

February 15: Central State University

February 15: University of New Hampshire

February 16–17: Kenyon College

February 21: University of California, Davis

February 23: University of California, Berkeley

February 22–23: Williams College

February 27–28: Smith College

February 29–March 1: Hampshire College

March 2–3: University of Massachusetts, Amherst

WEBINARS
We had a record turnout for our 
fall informational webinars, and 
we hope for even higher numbers 
in spring 2017. 

March 1: 12–1 p.m. EST 
(Wednesday)

March 1: 7–8 p.m. EST 
(Wednesday)

March 3: 12–1 p.m. EST (Friday)

March 3: 7–8 p.m. EST (Friday)

Visit irt.andover.edu/application 
and fill out our Student Inquiry 
Form for updates, application 
information, and deadlines as well 
as additional webinar dates.

Stay Connected with the IRT! 
Announce good news. Share memories. Post opportunities.  
Please join these official IRT alumni social media groups. 

Twitter: @IRTAndover LinkedIn: IRT Andover Facebook: IRT Andover
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“Thank you for helping me 
finalize and polish my graduate 
school applications. I did not 
realize how different and nuanced 
the graduate school application 
process was. Your active support 
kept me on track to finish my 
applications and ensured they 
were the best they could be.”

Kevin Zevallos, IRT ’15 
Currently attending the University of Connecticut; 

pursuing a PhD degree in sociology

Online applications are now available.
Applicants must meet the following criteria.

• Be juniors or seniors—or graduates of an 
accredited college or university

• Major in the humanities, social sciences, 
mathematics, or education

• Have an undergraduate GPA of 3.0—or of 3.5 if 
currently or previously enrolled in a master’s program

• Be seriously considering a teaching, counseling, or 
administrative career at the K–12 or university level

Completed applications are due April 1, 2017.  
An in-person or Skype interview is required. For 
additional information and requirements, please  
visit irt.andover.edu or contact IRT Recruitment  
and Admission Programs Specialist Kate Slater at 
978-749-4119 or kslater@andover.edu.

REFER A STUDENT

For the latest information, visit irt.andover.edu.

Thank you for sharing this information with prospective students!

https://irt.andover.edu/application/
https://irt.andover.edu/
mailto:kslater%40andover.edu?subject=Inquiry%20from%20IRT%20Newsletter
http://irt.andover.edu


Donald B. & Elizabeth B. Abbott
Asna Afzal, PA ’99
Yasmine B. Allen, IRT ’94 & Jorge S. Allen
Fernando R. Alonso
Jonathan H. Alter, PA ’75
Bret D. Asbury, PA ’96
Christopher S. Auguste, PA ’76  

& Varuni Nelson, P’09, ’12
Yamil Y. Baez, IRT ’91
Sharyn Bahn
John B. Bassett, PA ’67
Kristine C. Bay, PA ’81
Taylor S. Bodman, PA ’79  

& Willa C. Bodman
Carroll R. Bogert, PA ’79
Nathaniel M. Cartmell III, PA ’69, P’06
Andrew M. Chin, PA ’00  

& Emily D. Griset, PA ’00 
Struan H. Coleman, PA ’84
Alexandra M. Cornelius, IRT ’91
Rachel Walden Cranston, IRT ’95
Jennifer H. Cray, PA ’83 & Marc E. Igler, P’18
Julie Ongaro de Luxembourg, PA ’84  

& Robert de Luxembourg
Esther Morgo Diskin, PA ’84  

& Glenn S. Diskin
Brighid M. Dwyer, IRT ’01
Christopher Eng, IRT ’10
Erick Espin, PA ’97
Karen J. & Patrick J. Farrell, P’08
Tyrone A. Forman, PA ’88
Kimberly Doggett Formisano, PA ’86  

& James A. Formisano, P’17
Stephen H. Frank, PA ’81  

& Jane Reny Frank, P’09
Ann Gerschefski, PA ’88

Elizabeth Gil, IRT ’11
Scott R. Gilbertson, PA ’87
John W. Gillespie Jr., PA ’71
Vikas Goela, PA ’01
Andrew J. Guff Jr., PA ’79
Henry H. Hammond, PA ’54
D. Thomas Huntoon Jr., PA ’98
Julia Lloyd Johannsen, PA ’96  

& Peter Johannsen
Alan C. Johnston, PA ’64  

& Kathryn E. Johnston
Tiffany D. Joseph, PA ’00
Stanley J. Kaczynski, P’94
David W. Kaiser, PA ’87  

& Rosemary Corbett
Roger E. Kass, PA ’79  

& Andrea van Beuren, P’19
Victoria Kataoka, PA ’93
Hugh R. Kelleher, PA ’69
Louise A. Kennedy, PA ’76
Brooks J. Klimley, PA ’75
Sidney R. Knafel, PA ’48
Michael J. Koehler, PA ’94
Cher Lewis, PA ’68
Thomas P. Lockerby  

& Kathleen J. McCrickerd
Benjamin I. Lumpkin, PA ’91
Eleanor Coneeney Lyons, P’78, ’81,  

’83, ’89, GP’11, ’14
Melissa G. Lyons & William Lyons
Martha Phipps Maguire, PA ’78
Anne Marino
John A. Mayer Jr., PA ’58
Jane Biondi Munna, PA ’96 & Dax Munna
F. Alarik Myrin III, PA ’88  

& Christine G. Myrin

Ashley Pettus
Asabe W. Poloma & Kalu Ukoh
Gabriela Poma, PA ’88
Edward W. Probert, PA ’54  

& Ann L. Probert
Julie A. Gwozdz Redfern, PA ’96
Chera D. Reid, IRT ’00 & Brian D. Tutt
Besenia Rodriguez, IRT ’99
Richard J. Shin, PA ’90
Nancy Sizer, P’75, ’77, ’80, GP’08
Nicole Stanton, IRT ’96
Mark W. Stevens, PA ’69
John R. Swansburg Jr., PA ’96  

& Harriet P. Menocal, PA ’98
Oscar L. Tang, PA ’56
Charles D. Tansey, PA ’69
Sylvia L. Thayer, AA ’54  

& J. Philip Zaeder, P’79, ’83, GP’17, ’18
Jamila Thomas, IRT ’05
Christopher C. Thompson, PA ’83  

& Elizabeth Thompson
Carolyn Luther Trabuco, PA ’87  

& Mauricio Trabuco
LaTasha Tucker, IRT ’02
Alejandro Velasco, IRT ’99
Bruce S. Wilson, PA ’77, P’12
Adam K. Wise, PA ’83
Robert H. Young, PA ’38 & Mary Lou Young
Stefanie Scheer Young, PA ’81, P’11, ’14
Marcy Kerr Yuknat, PA ’90
Gonzalo S. Zeballos, IRT ’92  

& Lisa M. Duffy-Zeballos
Carolyn & James Zimmer, P’17, ’20
Stephen Zrike, IRT ’01

Excellence in teaching starts here.

Excellence 
in teaching 
starts here.

Institute for Recruitment of Teachers 
Phillips Academy
180 Main Street
Andover, Mass. 01810-4161

978-749-4116
irt@andover.edu
irt.andover.edu

Please Support This 
Extraordinary Program
Your generosity will help increase 
the diversity of teachers, school 
counselors and administrators, and 
professors—all vital role models—
to better reflect the diversity of 
today’s students. 

Make your gift today at  
irt.andover.edu/donate. 

Please visit irt.andover.edu/donate to make your gift. For further  
information, contact Beth Parsons at 978-749-4523 or bparsons@andover.edu.

OUR GENEROUS DONORS

THANK YOU!

Donor list reflects gifts received from July 1, 2015, through June 30, 2016.

PA = Phillips Academy P = Phillips Academy Parent  
GP = Phillips Academy Grandparent  AA = Abbot Academy

To read more about our strategic 
plan or how you can partner with 
the IRT, please visit irt.andover.edu.

The 2016 IRT Summer 
Workshop Interns
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